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Goldstein set to leave La Salle

The move ends his four year tenure as Provost and VP of Academic Affairs
Elyssa Loughlin
Editor
After serving as Provost and
Vice President of Academic
Affairs for four years and as a
faculty member for seven years
at La Salle, it was announced
that Brian Goldstein would be
leaving La Salle University in
order to take the position of
Executive Dean of Rehabilitation
Sciences at the University of St.

Augustine for Health Sciences
in San Marcos, Calif. Before
Goldstein took on the role of
Provost and VP of Academic
Affairs in June 2015, he served
as the Dean of the School of
Nursing and Health Sciences,
beginning his tenure at the
University in 2012.
The University of St. Augustine
for Health Sciences is a for-profit
University that was established in

Rita Offutt
Editor
On Tuesday, Sept. 10 at
10:07 a.m., a dozen students
received an email from “Dread
Roberts” advertising a La Salle
Black Market. Roberts offered
students cloned IDs in order
to access “restricted rooms in
certain buildings.” Students
interested in purchasing the
cloned ID cards were instructed
to “order through the official La
Salle Black Market website.”
The email contained a link to
a website, which offers 5 keycard options at $5.00 each and
one replacement student ID for
$3.00.
The text of the email reads,
“Hi. If you want access to cloned
student IDs and restricted rooms
in certain buildings, you should
place an order through the
official LaSalle Black Market
website. First 3 people that place
an order and leave a review will
not have to pay. Please read the
instructions on the home page
and the forum. We look forward
to serving you! HERE IS THE
LINK: [redacted] ENJOY!!!”
Upon clicking on the link,

which is comprised of only the
IP address of the site, users
are redirected to a webpage
titled “La Salle Black Market.”
The home page has 6 listings.
One of the 5 key-card options
claims to allow access to Teresa
Court. Another claims to open
Holroyd rooms 180, 182, 151,
150, 120, 155, 153 and the math
tutoring lounge. Those are all
actual rooms in Holroyd, most
of them are computer science
or digital arts classrooms and
labs. According to the website,
the Holroyd card offers all the
benefits of staff clearance.
Other options are for cards
that allegedly swipe into St.
Neumann Hall, St. Basil Court,
St. Teresa Court or North
Residence Halls. All of the cards
claiming to allow access into
residential areas only provide
clearance through the turnstiles;
the description of each card
explains it will not allow the
user to swipe into individual
dorm rooms.

1979. The school stretches from
coast to coast, with campuses in
San Marcos, Calif., St. Augustine,
Fl., Miami, Fl., Austin, Tex. and
Dallas, Tex. The institution has
both undergraduate and graduate
programs that focus on health
sciences, primarily boasting
its physical and occupational
therapy programs. The Atlas
Partners bought the University
for $400 million from the

Laureate Education Inc. earlier
this year.
Goldstein received his BA
in linguistics from Brandeis
University; he then attended
Temple University, where he
received an MA and a Ph.D. in
Speech Language Pathology.
He completed clinical research
at
Massachusetts
General
Hospital in Boston and Rainbow
Community Head Start here

in Philadelphia. His research
focuses on speech development
and disorders in SpanishEnglish bilingual children,
according to the University web
page “Office of the President.”
Goldstein began his teaching
career as an assistant professor
at St. Louis University.
See PROVOST Page 2

BREAKING NEWS: La Salle Black Market formed

See MARKET Page 2

Lasalle Black Market

The website offers students, and only students, the option to purchase swipe access to restricted areas.

The Collegian investigates the
La Salle Black Market
Bianca Abbate
Editor
After hearing about La Salle’s
“black market,” for the sake of
investigative journalism, we
at The Collegian decided to
check out the situation. After
learning of the mysterious
“Dread Roberts” figure and his
email, we tried the web address
with promises of a “fake ID.”
While The Collegian has the
web address, we will not be
publishing it, and we encourage
La Salle students to steer clear
of any attempt to access this
“black market.”

The website link included in
the original email offers the user
a wide variety of counterfeit
student IDs, promising swipe
access into different academic
and residence buildings. It also
offers to replace lost student IDs
for only $3, much less than the
$20 that the ID and Gold Card
office charges.
The website then requires the
user to fill out an order form
in which the user must specify
the type of ID they want, their
name, their La Salle email and
on-campus location; the form
does not appear to be commuter
friendly.

After filling out this form, one
receives an order confirmation
via
email
with
further
instructions. We received an
email with a request to send
payment via CashApp. The
confirmation email promises to
deliver the ID upon receipt of
payment; it is delivered either
via campus mail or directly to
the user’s residence area. For
obvious reasons, The Collegian
will not be completing this
request, and we encourage other
students to do the same.
abbateb2@student.lasalle.edu
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Goldstein’s departure to leave an
academic opening at the University
President Hanycz reflects on colleague’s tenure at La Salle University
PROVOST
FROM FRONT
Before
coming
to
La
Salle,
Goldstein
spent almost 15 years
at Temple University,
first as a professor of
Communication Sciences
and Disorders before being
promoted to Associate
Dean of the College of
Health Professions and
Social Work. According
to the University of
St. Augustine website,
Golstein
has
“also
published five books
and more than 30 peerreviewed
publications
and has presented at more
than 100 peer-review
national and international
conferences
with
a
focus on phonological
development
and
disorders in monolingual
Spanish-speaking
and
Spanish-English bilingual
children.”
Goldstein
is also a fellow of the
American
SpeechLanguage-Hearing

Association.
“In his seven years
here at La Salle, [sic]
Goldstein has served in
two key leadership roles,”
President Colleen Hanycz
said in her quote for the
Collegian. “Under his
leadership, the B.S. in
Public Health and Master
of Public Health programs
earned accreditation, 13
new faculty [members]
were hired, and the
Interprofessional
Simulation Center was
renovated.”
Goldstein not only left
his mark on the College
of Nursing and Health
Sciences, but also on the
University as a whole
while he served as Provost
and Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Hanycz
described his work as
“transformational.”
Among his accolades
in the past four years,
Goldstein was at the helm
during the creation of
the University’s first set
of Institutional Learning

Outcomes as well as the
development of the new
Core Curriculum.
To
celebrate
his
seven years at La Salle
and commemorate his

departure, a well-attended
reception was hosted
at the Peale House on
Thursday, Sept. 5. Among
those in attendance were
members of the La Salle

University faculty and
staff, Christian Brothers,
his wife, Linda and his
youngest daughter, Jenna.
During the reception,
Goldstein spoke with his
colleagues
personally
and also gave a speech
to those with whom he
has worked side by side
for so many years. In
his speech, he thanked
Hanycz, his office staff
and his family, among
many others, for making
his time at La Salle so
hard to say goodbye to.
“It’s odd when I get on the
phone with the new guys
and we don’t start off with
a prayer or reflection.
I’ll really miss that,”
Goldstein told his peers
on Thursday.
Lynne Texter has been
selected to serve as
interim Provost and Vice
President for Academic
Affairs. Previously, Texter
served as the interim Dean
of the School of Arts and
Sciences for nearly two
years, from July 2016 to

Even the order page on the
website does not require
any
overly
personal
information to be shared.
Students must give their
email address and oncampus living address, but
there is no input for credit
card numbers or other
payment
information.
Well-developed
scams
ask for this information,
typically attempting to
trick young people into
giving them access to
private credit or debit card
accounts.
Nonetheless,
the Collegian advises
students who see the
email or have come into
contact with it not to click
on the link and to delete
it. The original twelve
individuals who received
the email are encouraged
to visit the IT department
in order to report what
could be a very serious
breach of campus security.
The IT Department
is aware of the email
and Mark Purcell, the
Executive Director of
Security and Compliance,
is pursuing further action.
Michael Mills, a support

specialist in IT, said
the department will be
“following up” on the black
market email and that the

sender is “out of house,”
making the situation more
complicated to pursue.
Nonetheless, action will

La Salle University
Goldstein is set to leave his current position on Sept. 30.

Sept. 2018. Before that,
she served as the Chair
of the communication
department
for
12
years and has been an
assistant professor of
communication at the
University since 1989.
“We have been fortunate
at La Salle to have such an
inspired academic leader
who balanced a deep
commitment to delivering
an academic experience
for the 21st century
learner with embracing
our Lasallian mission,”
Hanycz said of Goldstein’s
departure.
“Goldstein
will be truly missed
as he takes on his next
progressive
leadership
role at the University of
St. Augustine, and I will
watch his progress with
great interest. We all
owe a debt of gratitude
to this strong Lasallian
educator.”

be taken to ensure the
safety
and
wellbeing
of the student body.

loughline2@lasalle.edu

Black market offers access to restricted areas
MARKET
FROM FRONT
The website also has a
‘Forums’ tab that offers
more information about
the black market itself
and the cards that users
can order. The page reads,
“Welcome to the LaSalle
Black Market. We do our
best to make sure that
we have a good-standing
reputation for fast delivery
and good service. All of
our cards DO WORK
and we can replicate any
card if needed. If you are
satisfied with your product,
please leave a review in
the forum. Thank you!”
Users are redirected
to an order form after
clicking on one of the six
key-card options. The
order form’s instructions
require users to input
their La Salle University
email address and oncampus address. If a user
enters an address that is
not reflective of La Salle,
orders will not be sent out.
To reiterate, the website
requires the user to fill out
an order form in which

they must specify the type
of ID they want, their
name, email and location.
After filling out this form,
the user receives an order
confirmation with further
instructions to submit
payment via CashApp.
In light of the numerous
phishing attempts via La
Salle email, many of the
students who received
the original email or were
forwarded versions of it
believe the website to be
a scam. However, it differs
from previous scams in
multiple ways. First, the
email was originally sent
to only twelve members of
the La Salle community.
Most of the phishing
scams sent out in the
last several months have
been sent out to the entire
student body. Second, the
initial email and website
offer specific details about
La Salle’s campus and
residence halls. Previous
scams
have
centered
along the promise of job
opportunities or simply
student opportunities and
often used the accounts
of graduated students.

For more visit our website

clubs.lasalle.edu/collegian/

offuttr1@student.lasalle.edu

Elyssa Loughlin
Above is an imagined creation of what the fake IDs may look like, had the request
been sent in by the Explorer.

Want to see your ad in the newspaper?
Email Jon Mains, our business manager:

mainsj1@student.lasalle.edu

Follow us on Twitter and Facebook

@TheLSUCollegian
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Professor tackles Brexit, British
politics in political science lecture
Bianca Abbate
Editor
“The Brexit issue has
divided the UK as Trump
has divided America,”
said professor of political
science Emma Leonard
Boyle.
On
Monday,
Sept. 9 Leonard Boyle
presented
“A
Very
British Coup: What is
happening in the UK?”—
a lecture in which the
professor tackled Brexit,
the discussion of a coup
in the United Kingdom
and the controversies
involving Prime Minister
Boris Johnson. Taking
place in the Hayman
100 lecture hall, the UK
native’s talk informed
an enthusiastic audience
of the land’s complex
political situation.
Leonard Boyle began
the lecture by recounting
the
events
leading
up to Brexit. In June
2016, Former British
Prime Minister David
Cameron pushed forward
the
referendum. The
vote was divided into
two camps: the Leave
Campaign and the Remain
Campaign.
Leonard
Boyle commented that
the Leave Campaign was
“classically
populist.”
They emphasized “taking
back control” from the
European Union and
argued that the United
Kingdom was accepting
too
much
Schengen
immigration and that the
UK could make better
trade deals outside of
the European Union. The
latter group, the Remain
Campaign,
however,

Boris Johnson speaks in the House of Commons Sept. 3, days before he suspends Parliament.
was not necessarily ProEU. In fact, Leonard
Boyle remarked, “Very
few people are wholeheartedly
Pro-EU.”
Rather than emphasizing
the benefits of remaining
in the European Union,
the Remain Campaign
focused mostly on the
economic costs of leaving
the EU.
There was a high
voter turnout for the
referendum.
Leonard
Boyle herself flew into
the UK for the vote.
Though the polls showed
the Remain Campaign
coming out ahead in the
beginning, just a couple
days before the vote,
the poll results began to
change. Northern Ireland,
Scotland and London, a
“financial powerhouse”

in the region, voted
overwhelmingly
to
remain. Age also played
a factor, with the young
voters
supporting
Remain and older voters
supporting Leave.
In explaining the results
of the vote, Leonard
Boyle pointed to a series
of long-standing social
problems in England and
Wales, such as long-term
endemic unemployment
and
a
threatened
social contract. Another
explanation included Islamic
immigration and lack of
integration.
Leonard Boyle went
on to tackle another great
issue in this whole ordeal:
why is it 2019 and little
action has taken place?
The professor explained
that the negotiations

proved to be more
difficult than legislators
thought. A key part of
these negotiations has
revolved
around
the
border between Northern
Ireland and the Republic
of Ireland, which is
where the Northern Irish
backstop comes into play.
The backstop is a draft
agreement between the
EU and the UK in order to
prevent a hard border; it
entails keeping Northern
Ireland involved in some
aspect of the common
market.
The
conversation
naturally
progressed
to a discussion of the
current Prime Minister,
Boris
Johnson,
a
“hard Brexiter” whose
leadership is ridden with
controversy,
especially

Jessica Taylor via AP

after his attempt to
suspend
Parliament
in order to hasten the
country’s exit from the
EU. Though negotiations
have continously been
delayed,
Johnson
is
urging
that
decisive
action be taken by the end
of October. In fact, some
theorize that this date is
crucial because phase
two of the EU’s AntiTax Avoidance Directive
takes effect Jan. 1, 2020
and would affect the
wealthiest citizens of the
United Kingdom, some
of whom have backed
the Brexit movement.
Leonard
Boyle
said,
“I’m not into conspiracy
theories, but this one’s
pretty compelling.”
Adjunct professor of
political science Mark

Thomas commented that
“Leonard-Boyles’
talk
on Brexit and the chaos
in British politics truly
identified all the critical
challenges within British
politics.
She provided
nuances and insights
which the mainstream
press has overlooked.
She distilled some very
complex issues into clear
and understandable terms.
“Students who attended
the presentation talked
with me afterwards and
had clearly gained much
greater understanding of
the problems facing the
UK political system,”
said Thomas. “Her most
poignant comment was
Brexit is creating the same
rancor among family and
friends in the UK that the
controversies surrounding
the current US president
are
causing
among
families and friends in the
US.”
The discussion was
followed by a series
of questions from an
engaged
audience.
After
the
lecture,
senior political science
major Thomas Cahalan
remarked,
“The
talk
was very enlightening...
it made sense of the
conundrum.” Ultimately,
there is still confusion
from all sides surrounding
the issue of Brexit and
Boris Johnson, as Leonard
Boyle candidly remarked,
“There’s no smoking
gun.”
abbateb2@student.lasalle.edu

Public safety officer pulled
La Salle
over in routine search, no Public Safety
further action to be taken
Weekly
Jacob Garwood
Editor
Last Thursday, Sept.
5, a public safety officer
was pulled over by the
Philadelphia
Police
in front of the Blue &
Gold Dining Commons.
Officers conducted a
routine stop because the
vehicle’s
description
matched that of one they
were searching for. The
individuals inside of the
car were temporarily
detained while the police
searched the vehicle,
but they were quickly

released and allowed to
go on their way.
While
the
campus
rumor mill is sometimes
considered to be an
infallible
source
of
information for La Salle
students, it is important
to note that in this case,
it is not. Despite the fact
some have described
the incident by saying a
public safety officer was
arrested, the Philadelphia
Police made no arrests.
In fact, no charges have
been filed against the
individuals in the car and

there will be no police
investigation.
Assistant
Vice
President
for
Public
Safety Amanda Guthorn
said that the highest
priority for public safety
“is the safety of our
community. While the
individuals were not
arrested or charged, it is
in the best interest of our
community to conduct
an internal investigation
to determine if any
University
or
Public
Safety
policies
were
violated.”

Guthorn added that,
“La Salle University,
and particularly Public
Safety, has an excellent
relationship with the
Philadelphia
Police
Department
[PPD].
I spoke with PPD
leadership on Friday,
[Sept. 6] and confirmed
that no criminal charges
resulted from the stop
and no further police
investigation is being
conducted.
garwoodj2@student.lasalle.edu

Report

Tuesday, September 3
12:31 p.m.—
There was a case of all theft reported at St.
George Hall.
Friday, September 6
10:00 a.m.—
There was a case of vandalism that was reported
at St. Hilary Hall. The disposition has since been
closed.
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Public forums in modern America
create new free speech conditions
Legal challenges for Trump & AOC
Jacob Garwood
Editor

Donald Trump and
Alexandria
OcasioCortez don’t have much
in common – except for
the fact they have both
recently
violated
the
First Amendment rights
of certain Twitter users.
The US District Court for
Southern New York ruled
that Trump cannot block
users from seeing posts on
his @realDonaldTrump
twitter account. Trump
appealed the ruling and
over the summer a threejudge panel in the second
circuit of the US Court
of Appeals unanimously
ruled against Trump,
saying that he cannot
block users from his
twitter account.
The ruling revolves
around the fact that Trump
uses twitter as a place to
conduct official business,
gauge the opinion of
his
constituents
and
explain policy decisions.
The court opinion of
Knight First Amendment
Institute, et al v. Donald
J. Trump, et al reads, “The
salient issues in this case
arise from the decision
of the President to use
a relatively new type of
social media platform to

conduct official business
and to interact with the
public. We do not consider
or decide whether an
elected official violates
the
Constitution
by
excluding persons from
a wholly private social
media account. Nor do we
consider or decide whether
private
social
media
companies are bound
by the First Amendment
when
policing
their
platforms.
We
do
conclude, however, that
the First Amendment does
not permit a public official
who utilizes a social media
account for all manner

of official purposes to
exclude persons from
an
otherwise‐open
online dialogue because
they expressed views
with which the official
disagrees.”
Lawyers for Trump
and the other White
House officials named
in the suit argued that
the action of blocking
someone is personal and
does not constitute as an
action of the state; they
secondly argued that
Twitter, and specifically
@realDonaldTrump, are
not public forums, and
to the extent any official

business is conducted on
the platform, it would
then become government
speech to which the
First Amendment does
not apply. The court
found these arguments
conflicting and convoluted
and ruled against Trump
et al. A private citizen
can block, ignore or
silence viewpoints with
which they disagree.
The government cannot.
Essentially, the court
ruled that Trump cannot
have it both ways; when
he chooses to discuss the
official business of the
White House via Twitter,

New York Post

Former Assemblyman Dov. Hikand sued Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez for blocking him.

he cannot cross a line into
private action and block
people whose viewpoints
with which he disagrees.
When
Trump
blocks
someone on Twitter for
criticizing him or his
politics, the government
essentially
blocks
a
citizen for criticizing the
government.
On Aug. 28, the Knight
Institute sent a letter to
Ocasio-Cortez, imploring
her to follow the spirit of
the court ruling against
Trump and asked she
unblock those on Twitter
who she has blocked.
Ocasio-Cortez and her
lawyers argue, similarly
to Trump, that her @
AOC Twitter account is
not a public forum and
is not the official arm of
her office. Ocasio-Cortez
argues that @RepAOC is
her official twitter, but as
the Knight Institute points
out in their letter to her,
more people follow @
AOC and she frequently
uses the account to argue
for Trump’s impeachment,
gauge public opinion and
publicize her green new
deal plan. At least one of
the people blocked from
Ocasio-Cortez’s account
is alleging that they were
blocked for expressing
an opinion with which

Ocasio-Cortez disagrees.
Dov Hikind, founder of
Americans Against AntiSemitism, claims he was
blocked after he objected
to
Ocasio-Cortez’s
comparison of immigrant
detention facilities to
concentration
camps
during the Holocaust;
Hikind is suing OcasioCortez for violating his
First Amendment rights
and his suit cites the legal
precedent of Knight v
Trump.
While the court case
has yet to fully unfold,
in the court of public
opinion,
Ocasio-Cortez
is arguing that she has
only blocked users for
engaging in what she calls
“ongoing
harassment.”
She further argues that
none of the individuals
she has blocked are
her constituents; they
do not live within her
congressional
district
and they would not cast
a vote for or against her
in any election as long as
she continues to represent
the 14th Congressional
District of New York.
These arguments may
play out better in a court
than those made by the
White House lawyers.
garwoodj2@student.lasalle.edu

Economists recommend cautious optimism
Thomas Cahalan
Editor
The status of the U.S.
economy has received
attention from consumers
and politicians alike in
recent months.
Economic
analysts
report the U.S. economy
did
experience
a
slowdown in the spring
and most analysts expect
it to experience further
slowdowns in the coming
months. However, the
main igniter of growth,
consumer
spending,
remains able to keep the
economy growing at a
steady rate. Household
spending accounts for
roughly 70 percent of
economic growth in the
U.S.
This
spending
did
accelerate during April
and through June. Some
argue President Trump’s
tariffs
on
imports,
valued in the hundreds
of billions of dollars
could potentially result

in higher prices on goods
and decrease consumer
spending.
However,
household
spending
remains a central pillar of
economic conditions.
Two weeks ago, the U.S.
Commerce
Department
reported the U.S.’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP)
grew at a rate of 2 percent
during the period of April
through June. This was a
decrease from the initial
growth rate of 3.1 percent
from the previous months,
but the percentage would
have been even lower
without a steady rate of
consumer spending.
Economists currently
expect growth to slow
at the annual rate of
2 percent for the rest
of the year. Most of
them, though, expect
consumer spending to
offset potential economic
threats such as a slowing
global economy believed
to be caused by growing
confusion
surrounding
Trump’s trade war with

China.
During the April June quarter, consumer
spending actually saw an
uptick to the annual rate
of 4.7 percent, which was
viewed by economists as
the best showing since
the final quarter of 2014.
This surge in consumer
spending succeeded two
weak quarters of spending
as car sales decreased and
households grew uncertain
after stock market falls
and a partial shutdown of
the federal government.
Investment in business
is
also
experiencing
periods of weak activity
due
to
uncertainties
created by taxes the
Trump administration is
currently using to impose
on
numerous
goods.
These goods are heavily
relied upon by American
businesses.
Chief economist at PNC
Financial, Gus Faucher,
gave his thoughts on
the current state of
the U.S. economy in a

recent interview with the
Washington Post.
“On the plus side,
consumers remain in
good shape, with solid job
growth and good wage
gains,” Faucher said. “But
the higher tariffs are going
to cause consumers to pull
back for a time, especially
on big ticket items like
cars and appliances.”
Faucher also expects
the trade war to begin to
weigh on consumers in
the second half of this
year as some of Trump’s
additional
tariffs
on
Chinese products are put
into effect on December
15. Higher tariffs on more
Chinese made products
will also be put into effect
Oct 1.
As for the economic
forecast regarding 2020,
Faucher expects spending
to start accelerating when
consumers get used to
the higher tariffs. He
believes the strength of
this spending will avoid a
recession.

Based on the latest
earnings reports from
retailers, not every retail
chain is experiencing a
decrease in sales. Discount
chains such as Dollar
Tree, Dollar General and
Five Below have reported
solid sales figures from
the recent months.
Chief Economist at
Moody Analytics, Mark
Zandi, doesn’t believe a
recession will occur in the
next 18 months, but he’s
not prepared to assume
one won’t occur due to the
trade situation with China.
“If
the
president
continues to ratchet up the
rhetoric and his tariffs on
China, it will continue to
unnerve businesspeople
who are already being
more cautious with their
investment plans,” Zandi
said. “The risks of going
into a trade war are high
if the president keeps
escalating his trade war.”
The status of the
economy is of great
concern to Trump as he

begins to usher in his reelection campaign. He and
his top campaign officials
view the economy as the
best way for him to appeal
to voters and secure
reelection in November
2020.
White
House
spokesman Judd Deere
claimed Trump’s agenda
has led to a strong
economy, increased labor
participation and rising
wages as well as high
consumer confidence.
“America is winning
under this president,” said
Deere. While the economy
could potentially propel
Trump’s
re-election
campaign, it is still
too early to determine
how the direction of
the economy will fare
by
2020.
Worsening
feelings about economic
performance could cause
a dip in his approval
ratings. Time will tell 		
cahalant1@student.lasalle.edu
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Maintenance Madness

Collegian Editorial

In last week’s issue
of The Collegian, we
reported that three oncampus residence areas
experienced
electrical
fires occurring over the
span of a month. These
events have not only
raised a safety concern
for the University and
its students, but also
has highlighted growing
frustrations with the
facilities department.
Such was directly the
case in the first fire. On
Wednesday, July 21, an
electrical fire broke out in
the townhouses, affecting
the townhouse of senior
Digital Art and ISBT
double major Christoff
Ras, senior marketing
and management double
major David BrouwerAncher
and
junior
accounting major Zack
Ballard.
The
fourth
roommate,
recent
graduate Elijah Allis,
and Brouwer-Ancher’s
dog, Bailey, were in the
townhouse at the time of
the fire. One might think
that this fire could have
been the result of burnt
popcorn or some other
college cooking mishap,
but it wasn’t. According
to
the
Philadelphia
Fire Department, “The
wiring in the third floor
bathroom ventilation fan
malfunctioned.”
Of course, no person
can be blamed for a
wiring
malfunction.
These things happen.
What is regrettable is that
the maintenance requests
of these students — for
whatever reason — had
been
ignored.
Both
Ballard and BrouwerAncher
told
The
Collegian that they had
submitted maintenance
requests for that very

issue about a month
before the incident after
Ballard
realized
the
bathroom vent on the third
floor had been making an
“awful screaming sound
when turned on.” Had
the maintenance request
been acknowledged, the
situation may have been
avoided.
Like
many
other
students,
BrouwerAncher expressed his
frustration
with
the
facilities
department,
saying,
“Facilities
regularly
takes
a
ludicrous amount of time
to respond to maintenance
requests, if they respond
at all. It’s a systemic
issue in the department
and the administration
that needs to be nipped
in the bud…” Ballard
echoed his housemate’s
concerns,
remarking,
“It’s the fact that the
University disregarded
our maintenance request
and put four college
students’ lives and a
therapy dog in danger
that frustrates me.”
This incident urges
the
Editorial
Board
to
denounce
these
crucial
University
shortcomings. We must
call to the attention
of the University how
important it is to respond
to students’ maintenance
requests. Virtually all of
us can recall a time in
which one of our requests
had been ignored or
significantly delayed. All
of us can recall a time in
which we have filled out
the same maintenance
request multiple times.
Granted, some of these
requests are more urgent
than others. However, all
maintenance requests, at
a minimum, are worth

acknowledgment.
It is well within reason
for La Salle’s students
to expect responsiveness
and help from the
facilities
department.
Students pay a great
deal of money to live on
La Salle’s campus and
deserve to have their
maintenance needs met.
Ultimately, any student
paying
upwards
of
$5,000 per semester to
live on-campus should be
able to rely on facilities
to address issues they are
experiencing.
It is worth noting that
there are great and hardworking employees in
the facilities department,
many of whom go above
and beyond to improve
the lives of on-campus
residents. In fact, most
of us can recall at least a
few positive experiences
we have had with a
maintenance worker. We
believe that these delayed
responses to maintenance
requests are not a result of
laziness or incompetence
of these workers, but
rather the result of a poorfunctioning bureaucratic
system — one in major
need of improvement.
Thankfully, no one was
hurt in the townhouse
fire on July 21, but the
possibility was certainly
there. If there had been a
response to the residents’
maintenance
requests,
this situation could have
been avoided entirely.
We hope that, if nothing
else, this incident has
urged the University to
take these maintenance
requests more seriously,
not only for the sake of
due diligence but also
for the safety and peace
of mind of La Salle’s
student body.

Make your voice heard:
Submit letters to the
editor by emailing
thelsucollegian@outlook.com
Letters, guest columns and opinion pieces will be considered for
publication provided that they meet with the editorial standards of
The Collegian and fit the allotted space. All letters must be signed
and received by the end of the day Monday to be considered for the
current issue. The Collegian reserves the right to condense or edit
submissions. Weekly editorials reflect the views of the editorial staff
and are not representative of the university or necessarily the views of
the rest of the Collegian’s staff. Columns and cartoons reflect the views
of the respective writers and artists.
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Not to forget, if only to remember
Alex Wilson
Staff
We will never forget — a
phrase that brings the most
devastating day in American
history to the minds of
millions across the globe,
in direct disparity from its
purpose. For Americans,
Sept. 11, 2001 is marked
by heavy hearts and a
somber remembrance of
the 2,977 lives lost on what
is the most inconsolable
day in American history.
People from 93 different
countries and many walks
of life perished on one
fateful morning. That day in
history shall be riddled with
questions, pain and grief, but
what shall not be overlooked
are the innumerable acts of
bravery, love and selflessness
displayed on Sept. 11.
Eighteen years later, how
can Americans uphold the
charge, honor the lives lost
and reignite the hunger for
all that is good and just in
our world?
According to College
Factual, 44.7 percent of La
Salle University students
are aged 21 or younger,
with nearly another 20
percent aged 22-24. So how
could this demographic
never forget something
it never had the chance
to remember? What does
343 mean to the average
La Salle student? Of what
significance is Shanksville,
Pa.? Maybe Ground Zero
or the 1,776 foot tall
middle finger of freedom in
downtown Manhattan rings

a bell. Especially in the City
of Brotherly Love, where the
seeds of liberty and justice
for all were first planted, how
can an attack on the world’s
beacon of justice be omitted?
“Some
people
did
something.” That was a
recent quote from a US
Representative,
which
references this event, but
attacks the very meaning of
“never forgetting.” Failing
to acknowledge evildoers
— not a religion, a race
or ethnicity, but those who
sought the demise of
progress and equality — is
forgetting. It leaves behind
that Americans unified like
no other people in history
before. It makes a mockery
that almost every house
and business across the
county displayed the stars
and stripes in solidarity.
Doing something is what
Americans across the
nation did in the following
days of the attacks,
donating around 36,000
units of blood because
they remembered that no
matter race, creed, gender
or background, Americans
share in their humanity.
It is shameful that any
American, let alone one
sworn to uphold the
constitution and American
values, has the audacity
to spit on the grave of
9/11 victims and in the
faces of every American
citizen. Continue American
traditions; don’t point and
shout.
So how can college

students remember and
honor this event that changed
the course of human history?
What does it mean to never
forget when one was too
young to remember? How
can we learn about this day
beyond articles and videos?
How can American citizens
and young people stand up
to the defamation of our
country’s freedoms and
heroes to avoid a similar state
of reprehensible ignorance?
The Fire Department
of the City of New York,
FDNY, didn’t respond to
the burning towers at 8:46
a.m. and did not believe
they could overcome this
challenge. When the second
tower was hit, the FDNY
asked for more resources,
and more firefighters ran
up the stairs. Off-duty
firefighters responded to
the nearest firehouse. Each
firefighter sought to do their
job, evacuate occupants
from the towers and go back
for more.
Instead of watching
videos in class one day a
year, or listening to audio
recordings of civilians
saying their goodbyes to
loved ones, remember what
it means to be an American
citizen everyday. Take
lessons from heroes and
role models who continue
to be images of how to
carry on the memories of
that day.
“It’s a daily thing, not a
yearly thing,” said Eddie
Finn, a La Salle University
graduate from the class

Firefighters approach the Twin Towers on September 11.

of 2015. Eddie works in
FDNY Engine Company
227 within the 15th division
attached to Battalion 44,
having joined the FDNY in
June of 2015. “It could be
a random Tuesday in May,
and the clock says 3:43 p.m.,
or I am checking the rig
before a tour and the clock
reads 8:46 a.m., the time
the first plane hit the tower,”
Finn says, describing one
way he and his brothers are
reminded of Sept. 11. Eddie
grew up on Staten Island,
the most affected borough
in terms of loss of life on
that day. His grade school
athletic director, Lt. Chuck
Margiotta - Battalion 22,
was getting off a shift with
the FDNY and responded to
the closest apparatus, Rescue
5. All of that crew, except the
driver, perished that day.

Inspired to join the
FDNY from a young age,
reinforced by the heroism
and impact of 9/11, Eddie
carries the legacy of those
who have gone before him.
He dedicates a run everyday
to one of the 343 firemen
who passed away on the
morning of 9/11. He plans
to continue the tradition with
runs and Facebook posts for
cancer victims who worked
in “the pit.” His message
for probationary firefighters
is to “do every job, even
the small ones like washing
a pot, with pride because
that may have been the last
thing [others] did before they
were killed.” The FDNY
loses about five firemen
every two months to cancer
from Sept. 11. Eddie also
honors his brethren through
service in the Color Guard

Jose Jiminez, Getty Images

for the FDNY Emerald
Society Pipes & Drums on
his days off as a flag bearer
and learning the iconic
bagpipes. Eddie deployed
as a Coast Guardsman as a
maritime security force in
Guantanamo Bay, and was
in the courtroom wearing his
FDNY dress uniform.
Eddie lives the memory
of 9/11 in his daily life, and
he doesn’t want the option
to forget, and neither should
young citizens of this great
nation, whose lives are
shaped by the post 9/11
world, from airport security
to family members who
perished that day or since
in defense of the nation in
the name of liberty. We will
never forget. And neither
should you. God Bless
America.
wilsona24@student.lasalle.edu

Flu shots should be given to detained migrants
Conditions in detention centers likely to increase risk of disease
Mary Kraus
Staff
Flu season is quickly
approaching, which means
public health workers will
soon begin flooding the
public with information
regarding flu prevention,
symptoms, contagiousness
and treatment. It seems
pretty straightforward —
get your vaccine, wash
your hands, get enough
sleep, stay away from
sick people and hope for
the best — right? Well,
with tens of thousands
of people dying from the
virus in the United States
annually, you would think
it would be common
sense that everyone would
be working together to
prevent the spread of
the virus. Unfortunately,
you would be wrong.
Two weeks ago, U.S.
Customs
and
Border
Protection announced that
they will not be giving
flu shots to detained

migrants. By refusing to
distribute this life-saving
vaccine to a vulnerable
population
already
experiencing
inhumane
living conditions, the
United States is adding
another layer of evil to
the injustices they are
committing at the border.
Three migrant children
have already died in US
detention centers from the
flu. As children and the
elderly are at the greatest
risk of flu-related death,
the United States should
be taking extra precautions
to protect the thousands
of migrant children being
detained, not making
decisions that endanger
their lives. The flu shot
may only be around 50
percent effective, but if
these detention centers
are failing to meet safe
and sanitary standards
otherwise, giving a vaccine
is the least they could do
for flu prevention.
This
past
summer,

people
really
began
talking about the horrible
living conditions migrants
endure in several US
detention centers near the
Mexico border. People
have been without soap,
showers, clean clothes
and diapers. Children
must comfort and care
for one another as they
have been separated from
their families. People are
repeatedly given food
lacking nutrition, and many
are forced to stand due to
overcrowding. Facilities
have kept bright lights
on overnight and have
given people aluminum
blankets for warmth. In
addition to the fact that
these conditions deny
basic human necessities
and rights, they certainly
do not help prevent the
spread of illness. How
is one supposed to wash
away germs if they aren’t
given soap? How is one
supposed to keep wellnourished if they are rarely

fed vegetables? How is
one supposed to avoid
coming into contact with
someone who has the flu
if they are crammed into
spaces originally designed
for half the number of
people? How is one
supposed to get enough
rest to maintain a healthy
immune system if they
must try to sleep under
bright lights? Sanitation,
nutrition,
sleep
and
isolation are four ways to
help prevent the spread of
the flu. They are also four
things of which detained
migrants are deprived.
These indecent living
conditions, paired with
US Customs and Border
Protection’s refusal to offer
the flu vaccination, will
surely increase the risk
(and quantity) of illness
and death for immigrants,
especially children, this
winter.
But why should it be
the responsibility of the
United States to care for

the health of other nations’
citizens, people who are
undocumented in the first
place? We should because
they are human beings
whom the U.S. is detaining
in the first place. Also,
let’s remember that it is
not illegal to seek asylum.
Most
people
fleeing
the Northern Triangle
(Honduras,
Guatemala
and El Salvador) are
trying to escape extreme
poverty and unfathomable
violence. Even for those
not seeking asylum, it
is only a misdemeanor
to unlawfully enter the
United States. I know that
detention centers were
originally only meant to
hold people temporarily
and that better care
would have a financial
cost. Nonetheless, the
average migrant remains
detained for 31 days.
These
conditions
are
not acceptable in short
intervals, let alone long
ones. Why is human life

considered a lesser price to
pay than a financial price?
Considering the many
other ways the United
States fails to adequately
care for the health of
detained
migrants,
it
should not come as a
surprise that U.S. Customs
and Border Protection has
decided not to distribute
the flu vaccine either.
What does surprise me,
though, is that this type of
inhumane treatment is not
more widely denounced
by both politicians and
the public. This is not
an immigration issue. It
is a humanitarian one.
Regardless
of
where
one would prefer that
detained migrants go upon
their release, it should
not be considered such
a radical idea to want
them to survive until then
— with basic amenities
such as soap and without
avoidable illnesses such as
the flu.
krausm1@student.lasalle.edu
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Swiper no swiping (into La Salle dorms)
Reflections on the University guest sign-in policy
Rita Offutt
Editor
During the 2018-2019
academic year, La Salle
faced intense scrutiny
due to allegations of an
underperforming public
safety unit. As a result,
the University enacted
the infamous third year
housing
requirement,
forcing all undergraduate
students following the
Class of 2021 to live
on campus until the
end of their junior year.
The third-year housing
proposal was met with
frustration and dissent
from the student body. In
what appeared to be an
attempt to appease student
outcry, university officials
adjusted the guest signin requirements for the
St. Miguel townhouses.
Students living in La
Salle Apartments, St.
Theresa Court and now
St. Miguel (TCLAM)
are able have guests in
their residences without
jumping through security
hoops. Students living in
these three areas simply

swipe their keycard into
their living community
and hold open the door for
their guests. It’s simple,
easy and gives students
a sense of independence.
However, if not living in
TCLAM, students must
fill out a digital guest pass
in order to have visitors
in their dorms. Such a
requirement makes sense
for non-student guests.
However, if dormitory
residents wish to bring
other La Salle students
into their rooms, they
should be able to do
without creating useless
digital passes.
Enforcing the creation
and proper usage of guest
passes for visitors outside
of the La Salle University
community
makes
sense; security teams
have a responsibility to
ensure the safety of all
their residents. If a nonstudent comes to La Salle,
formally recording their
visit is an important step in
maintaining a safe, secure
environment. However,
forcing students to follow
the same proceedings as

non-students is frustrating
and creates a barrier
in the development of
student
relationships.
Furthermore,
forcing
students
to
create
guest passes fosters an
environment in which
residents frequently break
the rules. The hassle of
digitally creating guest
passes, especially in last
minute
arrangements,
leads many residents to
use a double card-swipe
method of bringing in
their guests. The model
is simple: the resident
tells their guest ahead of
time how to swipe their
ID card, the guest swipes
in first and the resident
follows.
If
executed
correctly, security rarely
recognizes that a double
swipe has occurred and
students are able to
bring whoever they want
into the residence halls
without following proper
protocol. Not only is the
double card swipe method
potentially dangerous, but
it also undermines Public
Safety at large. When
students are sneaking

Pictured above is St. Miguel Townhouses.

past security in their
own residences, they are
enforcing an “us vs. them”
mentality which mirrors
the relationship between
overly strict parents and
their children. If students
are essentially lying to
public safety about guests,
why would they be honest
and forthcoming when
addressing more serious

matters? By preventing
students from being able
to freely bring other
residents into their dorms,
university administration
is building an adversarial
relationship
between
students
and
Public
Safety. Students should
never feel as though they
must hide from Public
Safety
because
such

Anne Lepesant

notions render campus
security useless.
Additionally, excluding
residents
from
other
residence halls is a
relatively new policy.
Up until January of 2017
any residential student
was able to access any
residential area.
offuttr1@student.lasalle.edu

Thrifting: putting the brakes on fast fashion
Nikoleta Barboni
Staff
In the discussion of
global waste, the focus is
always on plastics. Their
inability to bio-degrade
and their harsh impact
on the ocean’s wildlife
make them the perfect
candidate for scrutiny.
While more than 448
million tons of plastic
waste are dumped into the
ocean annually, it isn’t
the only kind according to
National Geographic. UN
Environment reports that
the fast fashion industry
has been responsible for
92 million tons of solid
landfill waste every year
and into the foreseeable
future. Beside waste, the
fashion industry is the
second biggest consumer
of
water.
According
to the United Nations’
Environment
Program,
the industry produces 20
percent of wastewater
during the manufacturing
process with greenhouse
emissions totaling more
than maritime shipping
and international flights
combined. Even more
pressing is how clothing
companies are treating
their
workers,
with
unsafe conditions, child
labor
and
ridiculous
hours. When you go to

stores like Forever 21
and Aeropostale to pick
out the perfect outfit,
consider what goes into
producing it. Fast fashion
isn’t leaving a positive
mark on society or the
world, but lo and behold,
there is something all of
us can do to help.
Welcome
to
the
wonderful
world
of
thrifting. Stores like
Plato’s Closet, Good Stuff
Thrift, and Goodwill have
made finding secondhand
clothes and accessories
easier than ever before.
My own thrifting journey
started about two years
ago, when my younger
sister showed me a
YouTube video on global
waste. For the first time,
my eyes were opened to
just how much America
alone needlessly throws
away, and now I can
never look at a plastic
bag, bottle, or straw the
same way again. Now
let’s take a step back.
I’m in no way calling for
you to drop everything
you’re doing and become
zero-waste, as it’s not
practical. I’m simply
encouraging everyone to
take small steps in their
everyday life to inspire
big change.
Once I started slowly
eliminating
plastic,

Mary Hanbury, Business Insider

Goodwill thrift stores are a great option for those who want to buy secondhand clothing.

thrifting
was the next step—a fun,
frustrating, and rewarding
next step. The key is
finding a store that fits
you, and the area you’re
shopping in is absolutely
crucial as income brackets
are going to influence the
quality of merchandise.
What makes thrifting
such a unique shopping
experience is the fact
that each item you pick
up is the only one in
the store. You’re able to
build a completely unique

style with pieces that
have their own stories.
I wouldn’t recommend
buying
clothes
that
look too worn, or most
personal items like bras
and bathing suits. Finding
the right size can also
be a hassle, so be sure
to try on as much as
you can, because most
thrift stores don’t have
return policies. Also, it is
vitally important that you
thoroughly wash your
clothes before wearing
them. Some stores have

to put their clothes
through harsh chemicals
before they can resell
them and those chemicals
can irritate your skin.
Now, if you’re avoiding
thrifting
because
of
outdated
and
worn
merchandise, there is an
alternative. Plato’s Closet
is a newer secondhand
chain featuring namebrand, like-new items.
Unlike
most
stores,
Plato’s Closet pays you
for
your
donations.
This ensures quality

merchandise and gives
more people an incentive
to donate clothes rather
than throw them away.
Each store also features
a donation bin outside for
any items not accepted for
sale in-store.
In case you’re curious,
thrifting in Japan is on
a whole other level.
Harajuku is the country’s
fashion
capitol
and
the styles are beyond
imagination. Exploration
into all colors, patterns
and fabric textures is
highly encouraged. While
shopping in Japan, at first
I couldn’t tell that the
store I had walked into
was full of exclusively
second-hand
items
until I asked one of the
employees. The store
itself was ultra-modern
and the clothes were high
end name brands.
The bottom line is that
global waste isn’t going
to just disappear. You may
not feel the direct effects,
but the earth is hurting.
Recycling a bottle of
water or buying a dress at
a thrift store is a great way
to inspire change. There
are so many little ways
to get involved and have
fun. Start your thrifting
journey today.
barbonin1@student.lasalle.edu
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Explorer takes on new adventure:
post-grad life
Alum discusses her life as a reporter and shares advice
Julie Wood
Editor
Giving a tearful ending,
reminiscing the memories
she made at La Salle’s TV
station, a place where she
had made a second home,
she wrapped up the final
show of the season, and
of her college career, with
“For one last time, I’m
Cali Montana. Thanks
for watching LTV News
where the action never
stops.”
However, this
wouldn’t be the last time
she would be on TV.
After four years of
gracing Philadelphia’s TV
screens as an anchor for
La Salle TV News, and
as a Junior Reporter for
FOX 29, Cali Montana,
an Explorer of the class of
2019, embarked on a new
adventure after excitedly
accepting a job in a place
far from home. Next stop:

Rapid City, South Dakota.
The New Jersey native
made a home for herself
in the state where the
famous Mount Rushmore
stands, by working as a
Multimedia Journalist for
KOTA Territory and Black
Hills Fox News, a position
she excitedly accepted
before graduating college.
“It was definitiely a
huge culture shock when
I moved here, but I’m
getting used to it,” shared
Montana.
“The best
thing is that everyone
is extremely friendly
here and will always
spark up a conversation
no
matter
what.”
As a reporter, Montana
meets new people every
day in the field, learning
about the community
and sharing their stories
to the city. “My favorite
story was when I covered

Cali Montana

Montana prepares to report a story out in the field.

97-year-old World War II
veteran Kenneth Higash
who was being honored
for his service,” said
Montana. “The amount of
people there to show him
respect was incredible.”
Covering stories is
no easy task, as every
day is different; there is
not a typical day in the
office. Each day, Montana
covers at least two stories,
starting the morning by
pitching or being assigned
story ideas, followed by
arranging the shoots and
filming; she then wraps
up the day at the station
writing and editing the
stories for the news cast.
“I love how my day is
always different,” shared
Montana. However, taking
on a position as a reporter
in a new setting did come
with some challenges.
“From the area to the
new editing software and
camera equipment and
being on such a tight
deadline, the job took
some time to get used
to,” said Montana. “But
my co-workers were great
and helped me adjust
pretty quickly. Once you
keep doing it every day,
you get faster and faster.”
Montana
felt
the
experiences
she
had
during her college career
prepared her for this
fast-paced position. She
had multiple internships,
interning with La Salle

Athletics,
Seacrest
Studios at CHOP, PHL 17
and ABC7NY, while also
sharing local stories as a
junior reporter for FOX
29. Besides internships,
Montana was also actively
involved in the Collegian,
Young Broadcasters and
of course, La Salle TV.
“I
owe
everything
to La Salle TV and
the
communication
department. A huge shout
out to Tonya Ellis,” said
Montana. “I believe that
La Salle TV helped me
tremendously. If it wasn’t
for LTV, I don’t know if I
would have landed all the
internships I had along
with my junior reporter
position with FOX 29.”
Serving as a producer
for the University TV
station, a role that requires
group collaboration to
create an efficiently run
28-minute program of
videos, graphics and
scripts, Montana learned
the
importance
of
teamwork, an element she
has recognized working
in her current position.
“No matter what, you will
always be working with
others, and that’s why
it’s so important to know
how to communicate,”
emphasized
Montana.
“Teamwork is tough, but
everyone has different
strengths that they bring
to the table, which means
a lot to any project.”

Montana reports a story for her city’s newscast.

For those seeking similar
professions,
Montana
stresses the importance
of
involvement
on
campus and gaining a
multitude of skills that
will stand out to future
employers. “If anyone is
interested in working in
a newsroom one day, they
should know how to do
everything! From writing
and editing to shooting
your own stuff, make sure
you can do it all. That’s
what employers want to
see. You need to know
how to do everything.”
Montana also encourages
students to try out new
organizations they may
not have thought about
joining in the first place,
possibly developing a new
interest in the process.
“Never be afraid to try
something new out. If
you don’t like it, you

Cali Montana

don’t have to do it again,
but if you do like it,
you learned something
new
about
yourself.”
As a recent graduate
herself, Montana shared
advice for students before
they graduate and set
forth on their career
paths. “Don’t rush your
time at La Salle. Before
you know it, you will be
like me – paying bills,”
joked Montana. “Having
a job you love is great, but
no one can prepare you
for the big change after
you graduate. Enjoy the
time with your friends.”
Montana has been
working
in
South
Dakota since moving
there in June, and when
she’s
not
reporting,
she
enjoys
spending
time with her recently
adopted
dog
Bucky.
woodj11@student.lasalle.edu

Singers kick off semester with fresh start
Rachael Riccio
Staff
This year, the La Salle
Singers, one of our
campus’s choirs, comes
face to face with a big
new change in its roster:
a new conductor. The
organization has had
the same conductor for
the past 14 years, until
Mr. Bob Kestler retired
at the end of the 20182019 school year. As of
this semester, Mr. Robert
Ross has taken over the
position. This fresh new
change has been met with
enthusiasm,
seemingly
reviving the long-lasting
and
beloved
group.
The current president
of the Singers, Rachel
Boohar, had a lot to say
about the new director
and the new direction
the group is taking.
Through their hiring

process, Singers received
three
applications.
The
executive
board
interviewed Mr. Ross first,
and he impressed them so
much, they offered him the
position. “He had a lot of
experience working with
college-age students and
understood what we were
looking for. I would say
that he is very passionate
about working with us.
He jumped right into the
interview and wanted
to transform our status
from being an amateur
choir group,” Boohar said.
Mr. Ross has his
Masters degree in choral
conducting from Temple
University. He has been
part of many different
choirs, from churches
to universities. He is
currently a professor at
the Community College
of Philadelphia, where
he also directs the choir.

How long will Mr.
Ross be working with the
Singers? That depends
on how this year goes.
Currently, Mr. Ross is
slated to direct both
semesters this year. If all
goes well and he wants to
continue with the group,
he could be the director
for the coming years. The
Singers are also looking
for an accompanist for the
year. They have a list of ten
to fifteen accompanists
recommended by Mr. Ross,
and they will be reaching
out to them this week.
Besides having a new
director, there are some
other changes the Singers
are making. “It is now a
student run organization.
We
just
finished
remodeling which means
the students are in charge
and get to make decisions
as to how the group should
be run. This also means

Singers doesn’t count as
a course credit anymore,
which kinda stinks but it
does mean we get more
people who want to sing
because they really enjoy
singing rather than just
sticking it out because
it’s a class and not really
caring,” Boohar said.
The general members of
the organization are also
ready to start a new chapter
with the group. “Working
with Mr. Ross has been
refreshing. I’m excited
to see the experience he
brings with him and how
he will help us improve as
a group,” says Elizabeth
Rafter, a senior English
major. Christina DeLullo,
a senior Communication
major, said, “I haven’t been
to Singers yet. I’ve been
there in the past, but I’m
looking forward to the new
approach and to meet the
new director!” The overall

Singers prepares for new season of concerts.

change in the atmosphere
has had a positive impact
on the members’ attitudes
and their music, making
this a wonderful time to
consider joining the La
Salle Singers. If interested
email Rachel Boohar
(booharr1@student.lasalle.

Liz Rafter

edu), or visit their table
at the activities fair next
semester. You can also go
out and show your support
for the group by attending
their concerts held in
December
and
May.
riccior1@student.lasalle.edu
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What’s the
Biz with Liz
What happens when you decide
it’s just “one of those weeks?”
Liz Rafter
Editor
I started out the week sleeping five hours Sunday night and two hours Monday
night...so it’s just one of those weeks for me. But that got me thinking. What does
everyone else describe as just “one of those weeks?” Maybe it started raining and
the water went through to your socks and you don’t have time to go back to your
room between classes so you just have to live out your soggy sock life...I need
more sleep.

raftere3@student.lasalle.edu

“When you get back to your room for the first
time in 18 hours, and it’s Tuesday, so you’re
like...yeah, okay.”
Tom Harris
Computer Science and Mathematics
Class of ‘21

“It’s one of those weeks when Treetops is out of
fries. But they’re not today, so it’s a good week.”
Tyler Small
Communication and English
Class of ‘22

“When your debit card information gets stolen on
the first day of classes.”
Melissa Schoenig
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Class of ‘23

Saxbys welcomes
new Student CEO

9

Spalding spills the tea on taking on
role at the campus coffee shop
Julie Wood
Editor
Students in Founder’s
Hall can be seen casually
sipping
coffee
and
snacking on warm food
while listening as uniquely
named beverage and food
options like a “Groothie”
and “Big Mood” are called
out and claimed by other
customers.
While the
café-goers order their
breakfast and chat while
eating their snacks before
class, behind the register
is a whole different scene
of student employees
working
together
to
efficiently run the campus
coffee shop, now being
led by a brand new
Student Café Executive
Officer for the semester.
Christopher Spalding,
a senior political science
and
international
relations double major,
has joined the Saxbys
team as the coffee shop’s
fourth Student CEO.
After changing the
student in this position
every semester, Saxbys
offered the role to Spalding
who was originally part
of the team that opened
the café at La Salle. “I
initially got involved
because Saxbys has this
great mission: ‘Make Life
Better,’” said Spalding. “It
isn’t just a coffee company,
but a hospitality company.”
Starting out as a barista,
Spalding was able to see

Saxbys Coffee

Spalding is the Student CEO of Saxbys in Founder’s Hall.

the innerworkings and
mechanics of running a
business, an experience
which he has applied
to his role as Student
CEO. He also wishes to
pursue business law in
the future, and Spalding
explained that the café
is a great experience
in gaining insight into
how businesses operate.
“It’s also awesome to be
leading an amazing team
of La Salle students that
make
working
every
day such a pleasure.”
As
Student
CEO,
Spalding
completes
various managerial tasks,
such as doing payroll,
making schedules for
the team, writing weekly

“When you run out of food and you have to go to
B&G.”
Sam Long
Communication
Class of ‘22

“I try to not let things get me in a bad mood for
the week. I try to remember it’s just one day and
there’s always tomorrow.”
Matthew Milligan
Biology
Class of ‘23
Philadelphia Magazine

Spalding suggests the “Big Mood” (in center) when ordering
at Saxbys.

financial reports and
even
presenting
the
profit and loss statements
to the executives at
Saxbys
headquarters.
While a position like
this would appear to only
be offered to business
majors, that is not the
case for Spalding. Saxbys
wishes to offer the
position to students who
are interested in learning
more about managerial
work. “Saxbys does not
have an obvious and clear
connection to either of my
two majors, but it certainly
helps with understanding
how a business runs
if I pursue a career in
any kind of business
law,”
said
Spalding.
The Student CEO has
plans for the future of the
coffee shop, wishing to get
Saxbys more involved on
campus. “We want to host
some open mic nights
and things of that nature
that are fun for students
to take a break during the
semester,” shared Spalding.
One of the perks of
the position is trying all
the beverages and food
selections that Saxbys
has to offer. Spalding
suggests trying the “Big
Mood” matcha drink and
the sweet mint cold brew.
He also shared that
the coffee shop will
be offering a secret
Halloween menu when
the season comes around.
“Feel free to come down
and hang out anytime
and meet the team,” said
Spalding. “Everyone is
super nice and friendly,
and we’d love to have you!”
woodj11@student.lasalle.edu
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Eagles suprise 32-27 win over Redskins

The Eagles “kick off” their season with an unexpected comeback
Sean Cornely
Staff
The Philadelphia Eagles
raised some eyebrows
during the first half of
their first game as they
headed into the locker
room down 20-7. But, in
typical Eagles fashion,
they came out in the
second half to secure a
32-27 victory over the
Washington Redskins.
Eyes were focused on
Carson Wentz’s health
and returning DeSean
Jackon this past Sunday.
The third-and-10, 53
yard bomb to DeSean
got Eagles fans excited
for this season. Jackson,
now 32 years old, was
traded this offseason and
returned to Philly after
being cut by Chip Kelly
in 2013. Two other moves
were made this offseason
including the re-signing
of defensive lineman
Brandon Graham after he
improved his performance
in the past two years,
including a strip-sack
on Patriots’ quarter-back
Tom Brady in Super Bowl
LI. Jason Kelce’s contract
was also extended for
another year as he has
been a crucial part of the

Eagles in recent seasons.
In addition to those two
moves, general manager
Howie Roseman traded
for
Chicago
running
back Jordan Howard and
drafted Miles Sanders out
of Penn State, helping
repair the depleted half
back position from last
year. These moves are
extremely important for
the Eagles, given that last
year they had 545 fewer
total rushing yards than in
their Super Bowl winning
season the year prior.
The Eagles seemed very
nervous going into the
locker room on Sunday.
Vernon Davis, Redskins
tight end, had scored
a 48-yard touchdown,
bringing down the morale
of the team going into
the second half. Eagles
cornerback
Ronald
Darby’s decision to lean in
with his shoulder, rather
than wrapping Davis up
with his arms, allowed
Davis to turn a short
pass into a touchdown.
The offense also looked a
little shaky as they failed
to advance on multiple
drives in the first half after
a Washington field goal,
putting them down 10-0 in
the first quarter.

Bleeding Green Nation

DeSean Jackson and Nelson Agholor celebrating touchdown

The Eagles got the ball in
the beginning of the
second quarter, but a failure
on fourth-and-2 was turned
into a two-play drive as
Washington rushed once
with running back Derrius
Guice, and then a 70-yard
pass to Terry McLaurin,
putting up another 6 for
the Skins. This was due
in part to the zone defense
of Jim Schwartz, as he
is notorious for playing
his secondary around 7
yards off of the line of
scrimmage allowing check
downs to be completed,
but also allowing for
the cornerbacks to bite
on double moves with a
lack of safety help behind
them, typically resulting
in a long touchdown. This
is something defensive
backs, Jalen Mills and

Darby, have continuously
struggled with in the
past, and compared to
past seasons, it seems
the secondary is lacking
improvement. The Eagles
bounced back after a 51yard touchdown pass from
Wentz to Jackson, giving
the Eagles momentum and
positive energy. The half
then ended with another
Washington field goal,
sending the Birds into the
locker room down 20-7.
The second half started
off much better for the
Eagles as their first drive
ended in a 5-yard throw
from Wentz to Alshon
Jeffery.
Philadelphia
then stuffed Washington
on their first drive and
then turned that good
momentum into a 53yard bomb to Jackson.

own family, and given
that the Sussexes and the
Cambridges have ‘very
different ambitions.’”
This
report
from
Vanityfair tries to explain
the sudden rift between
the two brothers. This rift
seemed unimaginable ever
since childhood, especially
after the death of their
mother Diana, Princess of
Wales.
No one truly knows
what is happening within
their private life due to the
high security of the royals,
but the reports try and
keep tension under wraps
by saying things like “This
is a natural development.
It’s a starting gun for
some ambitious projects
for the future and I think
everyone is really exciting.
There is plenty of work
to go around and the two
foundations will work
closely together.”
Regular society doesn’t
know the truth and will
probably not know the
truth until after the issue
has passed, much like
Charles
and
Diana’s
separate affairs during
their downward spiraling
marriage in the eighties.
With this relationship
crumbling,
Queen
Elizabeth holds the royals
all together like she has
for the past 65 years.

Jackie Anderson
Editor

Philadelphia’s
defense
toughened up in the
third quarter, giving up
only 6 total yards thanks
to the strength of the
defensive line. However,
the passive secondary
allowed for an 11-yard
pass on third-and-15,
and some might say they
were just defending the
first down marker, but
every yard counts. Philly
marched down the field
for a field goal and then
again for a touchdown
and 2 point conversion
giving them a 32-20 lead
in the fourth. The soft
secondary showed again
as the Redskins marched
down and put up another
touchdown to make it 3227, but it was too little,
too late for Washington.
This first game shows
a lot about what the
season holds for the
Eagles. Wentz is healthy
and better than ever with
313 yards, 3 touchdowns
and going 28/39 on
completions with a 121
passer rating. Jackson has
not lost a single step at his
age after racking up 154
yards and 2 touchdowns.
The run defense is as
good as ever, only letting
up 28 total yards. Having

running back depth this
year should help keep
everyone healthy and
the opponent’s defense
constantly guessing.
The Eagles seem to
have stitched together
a functional winning
team. The secondary
needs to get up tighter
and tackle better, but
that will only change
with the instruction of
defensive
coordinator,
Jim Schwartz. They just
need to avoid halves like
the first one, but it seemed
like there was some
rust to shake off. Miles
Sanders looked great and
has a bright future ahead
of him, taking 25 yards
and 11 carries this game.
That may not seem the
best for a rookie on paper,
but the yards he did
gain were crucial to the
Eagles’ victory. Jordan
Howard had an average of
7.3 yards per carry and is
definitely here to stay. The
Birds take on the Atlanta
Falcons on Sunday Night
a they come off of a 2812 loss to Minnesota.
Overall, this team looks
ready to go for a winning
season.
cornelys1@student.lasalle.edu

William and Harry’s royal beef Arrest made in Mac Miller’s death

Pool, Getty Images

Royal brothers William and Harry look unhappy.

Claire Kunzier
Editor
It seems as if the
inseparable royal brothers,
William and Harry, have
experienced a major split
in their relationship. The
split comes after a string of
issues between the brothers
and their wives, Kate and
Meghan. During Kate and
William’s marriage, to the
public it seemed as if there
was no issue between the
two brothers, but as time
progressed and another
marriage happened, there
seemed to be more and
more drama surfacing
from the two couples.
While William and Harry
have always lived at the
royal palace together since
birth, it has been reported
by The Sun that “There
has been a bit of tension
between the brothers.
Now, Harry and Meghan
don’t want to live next to
William and Kate and want

to strike out on their own.
They need more room and
hope Frogmore Cottage
will be ready in time for
when they have the baby.”
Now, moving out at a
certain age is relatively
normal to people, but these
aren’t just normal people.
This is only one part of
the drama that is surfacing
from the two couples.
William and Harry created
a charity together, The
Royal Foundation, to
donate money to various
causes under the royal
name. William, Harry
and Kate have run the
foundation together ever
since its creation in 2009,
but now that Meghan is
in the picture, things have
gone south for the trio’s
to work together. A source
close to the family has said
this is due to “a ‘natural
and organic progression’
now that Prince Harry
is married and has his

kunzierc1@student.lasalle.edu

This past week on
Sept. 7 was the one-year
anniversary of beloved
rapper Mac Millers death.
Miller’s death was ruled
an accidental overdose;
fentanyl, cocaine and
alcohol were all found in
the rapper’s system.
Just a few days before
the anniversary, on Sept.
4, officials announced
the arrest of
28-yearold alleged drug dealer
Cameron James Pettit in
connection to Miller’s
death. Pettit allegedly sold
counterfeit oxycodone pills
which were laced with
fentanyl, a highly addictive
synthetic opioid that is 50
times more potent than
heroin.
According to an affidavit
supporting a criminal
complaint, Pettit agreed to
supply Miller with 30
milligrams
oxycodone
pills, as well as cocaine
and Xanax. Also, in the
files obtained by NBC,
when a friend asked how
Pettit was doing following
the tragic death of Miller,
Pettit responded. “I am not
great… Most likely I will
die in jail.”
Mac Miller’s family
and friends believe they
are close to getting some
closure after news broke

Late Mac Miller sits in a contemplative pose.

that Pettit had been arrested
and charged for the death
of Mac Miller. Since the
official announcement of
the arrest, Miller’s father
has put his thoughts out
there. On Friday, Sept. 6,
the eve of the one-year
anniversary, McCormick
attended a gathering at
Upper Frick Blue Slide
Playground in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, which has
become an ongoing vigil
site. “He remained loyal to
his friends,” he said during
his emotional speech. “He
was always loving and kind
to others.”
Regarding the arrest of
Pettit, McCormick said
this: “So they finally caught
the [expletive] that sold him
the drugs that killed him.”
He also added that even
though he finds comfort in
knowing they caught the
man that killed his son, he
warned the attendees of
the vigil of the dangers of
experimenting with drugs.

Rolling Stone

“Many of us who were
young,
including
me,
experimented with drugs,”
he said. “But it’s a different
[expletive] world out there.
And all it takes is a little
tiny stone of fentanyl and
cocaine and you’re dead.
Drugs are being laced with
fentanyl — all kinds of
drugs. And the one thing I
would say to you is, ‘Don’t
take the risk. It’s just not
worth it.”
Miller’s ex-girlfriend,
Ariana Grande, has also
responded to the arrest
of Pettit. She expressed
she would like to see the
man accused of selling the
rapper tainted drugs do hard
time for taking advantage
of Miller. Pettit, who was
ordered to be held without
bond, is due for arraignment
in October. Pettit could face
up to 20 years in jail if he’s
found guilty of distributing
a controlled substance.
wileyj2@student.lasalle.edu
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Philly CollegeFest draws a huge crowd

Another year, another iPhone

Sept. 12, 2019

Tents in front of City Hall at Campus Philly CollegeFest

Christina DeLullo
Staff
Campus Philly CollegeFest
returned to the heart of
Philadelphia Saturday, Sept.
8. The free admission festival
at Dilworth Park brought
back familiar features and
new
opportunities
for
students within the tri-state
area. Students were able to
acquire free giveaways from
generous sponsors like IKEA
and Citizens Bank. They
also could jam to live music,
sample energy supplying
foods, defeat their friends
in giant Jenga and enter
for a chance to win several
contests. Museums around
the city opened their doors
free of charge to students

as well. Campus Philly has
designed CollegeFest as a
whole day to explore the arts,
history and institutions of
the city. CollegeFest is a great
way to introduce students to
the multicultural hub that is
Philly.
For years, the Campus
Philly non-profit has made
it their goal to reach out
to students and provide
them the tools to help them
navigate their college path.
From providing students
with career advice online
to hosting events, Campus
Philly has found successful
ways to attract students to
Philadelphia
universities
and to the historical city
itself. Philadelphia is the
only city to have an event

VisitPhilly

like CollegeFest to welcome
students to college and to
the area. Universities, such
as Temple and Drexel, give
students advice on ALL
things college at CollegeFest.
Rachael Riccio, junior
international business major,
attended the event for her
second year in a row. Riccio
also commented on how it
would be nice to see the Big
5 universities in Philadelphia
represented at the event. “I
think tabling at an event like
CollegeFest would heighten
interest in La Salle. We could
have representatives from
different majors come out
to speak about classes, share
their opinions about college
and communicate their
personal experiences.”

Whether a student is
beginning or wrapping
up their years at college,
CollegeFest helps students
connect with one another
and working professionals
in the city. Campus Philly
wants students to stay and
work in the city beyond their
four years at an institution.
Businesses team up with
Campus Philly to speak with
and provide internships to
students. At CollegeFest,
brands encourage students
to take advantage of student
memberships and gain
access to discounts.
Businesses will also partner
with Campus Philly for
events outside of CollegeFest
like
workshops
where
students can gain insight
into different companies.
There is another Campus
Philly event, Create Philly,
that is quickly approaching.
It will occur Thursday, Sept.
26 at Saxbys HQ on Chestnut
Street. Tierney and Campus
Philly are putting forth this
program where students
have the opportunity to
listen to a panel of creative
professionals discuss the
relevance of creativity in
the workforce. Among the
professionals attending will
be the Creative Director
of Comcast. In additon to
networking there will be free
food.

Here is a rundown of the
announcements at the
Apple event Tuesday:
iPhone 11: $699
• 6.1 inch retina display
• Dual-lens rear camera
• Improved face-ID and 		
selfie camera
• 1 Extra hour of battery life
iPhone 11 Pro: $1,000
• 5.8 inch XDR display
• Triple-lens system, one
wide, one superwide and
one telephoto lens
• Slow motion selfie video
• 4 hour extended battery
life
iPhone 11 Pro Max: $1,100
• 6.5 inch XDR display
• Slow motion and
improved selfie camera
• 5 hour extended battery
life

Apple Watch Series 5: $399
• International emergency
calling
• GPS functionality
• 18 hours of battery per
charge
• Highly customizable
bands and plates

delulloc1@student.lasalle.edu

Getting lost in the woods again in “Blair Witch”
A review of the new horror experience based on the 1999 film

Depicted are Ellis and Bullet in the forest.

Jake Eiseman
Editor
Spooky
season
is
finally upon us. Like
many, as soon as Sept. 1
hit, I was on the hunt for
my first scary experience
to immerse myself in the
Halloween season. One of
my favorite horror movies
is “The Blair Witch
Project,” a story about
three students who get
lost in a forest occupied
by an evil witch and
their experiences trying
to survive. With much
anticipation, I entered
the forest myself in
“Blair Witch,” a recently
released horror experience
by Bloober Team and
Lionsgate Games based
on the story of the film.

Bloober Team Press

The game was released
on Saturday, Aug. 30 for
$29.99. It is worth noting
that “Blair Witch” is on
the Xbox Gamepass for
PC, which allowed me to
play it at no extra charge.
I am not typically the type
to play horror games;
I usually stick to scary
movies. But, I thoroughly
enjoyed Bloober Team’s
other horror experience
“Layers of Fear,” so I
decided to give “Blair
Witch” a chance.
“The Blair Witch
Project” pioneered many
conventions still used
in
successful
horror
movies, and it developed
the found film genre.
“Blair Witch” is similar
to the film because it too
pioneers new conventions

of scaring people through
unique gameplay elements
that set it apart from
mainstream horror games.
“Blair Witch” is a walking
simulator
with
brief
interjections of action or
puzzle solving, and that
is exactly what I wanted
out of it. Some interactive
horror experiences lead
the player in a direction
of difficult gameplay
or puzzles, which to me
make them seem less like
interactive films and more
like cinematic games.
A really
unique
mechanic is the forest
itself. As you move
through different parts of
the woods or buildings,
the area you came from
may change behind you,
creating the feeling of
actually becoming lost in
the woods. The feeling
of becoming lost adds
an extra layer to the
immersion that “Blair
Witch” seeks to achieve.
I never thought that I
would enjoy being lost in
the woods, but the tension
that I felt while playing
was quite a thrill.
The defining feature of
the gameplay is your dog
companion: Bullet. Bullet
follows you through the

game and is essential
to both the story and
progression. You can give
Bullet commands such as
“Seek” and “Follow” and,
most importantly, you can
pet him. While Bullet is
useful for finding items,
paths and alerting you of
danger ahead; the way
you treat him actually
affects the game’s ending.
Petting Bullet often will
actually help you survive.
“Blair Witch” follows
the story of Ellis and
his support dog Bullet.
Ellis is a former police
officer and soldier who
suffers from extreme
PTSD from his combat
time in the Middle East.
He volunteers to join a
search party for a missing
boy, Peter, who has gone
missing in the Black Hills
Forest just outside of
Burkittsville, Maryland.
The story is not a sequel
to “The Blair Witch
Project,” but it is set in
the same forest and takes
place in 1994, shortly
after the events of the
first film. The characters
and murders from the
movie are referenced
by Ellis’s peers and the
game is littered with the
iconic photos from the

film of people facing
the wall, not wanting to
look at the titular Blair
Witch. The story itself is
completely connected to
the film, but is new and
fresh, choosing to tell an
interesting narrative in
the context of the witch,
but not necessarily about
the witch.
As Ellis makes his
way through the woods
looking for Peter, the
witch uses imagery from
his past to push Ellis to
insanity. Playing off of his
PTSD and his connection
to Bullet, “Blair Witch”
creates a sense of urgency
and uncertainty, leading
you down paths that
draw curiosity but blur
the lines between reality
and hysteria. The three
stories of Ellis, the witch
and Peter all tie together
at the end, giving you
one of 4 endings based
on how you played the
game. For the most part,
the game isn’t too scary. It
is very ambient and saves
a majority of its bigger
scares and payoffs for the
final chapter. But, through
the entire experience, the
way that you as the player
feel helpless to the whim
of the forest creates a

feeling of discomfort and
intrigue that immersed me
in the world more than
most experiences have.
For fans of “The Blair
Witch
Project”
and
“Layers of Fear,” this
game is a must play. It
is nearly everything I
wanted out of a game set
in the universe, although
a little more scares could
have gone a long way.
For fans of straightup frightening horror
experiences, I’d say that
“Blair Witch” might not
be everything you are
looking for, as, much like
the film, it is definitely
based more on intrigue and
psychological themes than
it is about supernatural
spooks. Overall, I would
say that “Blair Witch”
is one of the best storydriven experiences I’ve
played in 2019, and that,
for someone looking to
get into horror games, it
would be a great place to
take the first step, as it
does not overwhelm you
with scares but builds up
tension slowly, making
the experience all the
more creepy.
eisemanj1@student.lasalle.edu
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KICKS

Restaurant Week Fun

‘Sup Kickies, I hope you know what time it is. THAT’S RIGHT, IT’S RESTAURANT WEEK TIME.
Next week is Philly’s Restaurant Week, and I am SO. FREAKING. EXCITED. Yes, Restaurant Week
SEEMS expensive (and it totally is lol) but it’s finally time for us all to go out with our friends (or more
;)) and act bougie. Restaurant Week is a time for us to have fun, so I figured I’d tell all y’all my favorite
parts of this magical week.

kicks

Rationalizing Spending Your Entire Bank Account on One Meal
A three-course meal for only $35?? WELL HOT NELLY, that’s a great deal!
A whole appetizer, entree AND dessert? Shoot, that’s amazing! Sure, you
could get the same thing at Applebee’s for half the price, but you are a
Sophisticated Individual. Sure, you may only have $47 in your bank account
at the moment, but your credit card bill isn’t due for another two weeks and
Restaurant Week is NOW. It’s bougie time, baby; it ain’t no time to act like
Mr. Krabs. Bills happen every month — Restaurant Week happens twice a Sept. 12, 2019
year. You totally have enough money to spend for Restaurant Week (just
not for the Uber home).
Today marks

“I live for the print.”
-Tom

This Day in Club Penguin

Spending the Entire Week Picking a Restaurant
Okay, so it’s about to be Restaurant Week and you make plans to go out
with your friends, yay! But wait, then there comes the issue of picking
a restaurant. Well that should be easy, right? I mean, there’s a ton of
restaurants, so everyone will be able to find something they like. Just text
your friends, and ask them for their opinions. Soon, everyone will reply
with an “idc idk” and then you’ll pick a friend to make the decision.
Then, (and this is my favorite part), you can say “eh idk” to all of their
suggestions. You’ll basically never know where to go and eventually the end
of Restaurant Week will approach and you’ll finally just pick something
random.
Finally Looking at the Bill
Oh, that extra seasonal drink you got was great! And so was the bruschetta
platter you shared as a table! But wait, you’re now looking at your bill and
$50? That’s not right! Right? Dinner was only $35! Plus, the drink, plus your
extras, and THEN tip because your waitress was lowkey amazing. Well, at
this point you might as well tip well and just use your credit card to pay
because you still have a week to pay for your bills and you can always just
sell some feet pics.

a new range
of
igloo
possibilities.
That’s right,
a new igloo
and furntiure catalog came out in CPRewritten! It’s
now time for us all to spend all the money we’ve
made working at the mine to upgrade our iggys and
throw a party! As always, every penguin is welcome
at my iggy and I can only hope you’ll love it as much
as I do.
Hayman Hall

Dear Kickies,
Although I think La Salle tried to do
something good by renaming Olney to Hayman Hall,
I don’t think they ever thought about the possible
Well Kickies, I hope y’all can follow in my footsteps and enjoy Restaurant Week, too. Restaurant Week is repercussions this decision would have.
a magical time when we all pretend that we can afford to eat out, so enjoy it. Treat yourself — ensure that
Last week, I was told to meet someone at
you’re starting this semester off right and truly having a Hot Girl Semester.
“Hayman.” Now, knowing this person, and knowing
what we were trying to do, I knew that this meant the
Hayman Loop. However, I could not stop thinking
about if a poor freshman were told the same thing and
they went all the way to what was formerly Olney,
only to then be told they needed to hike over to
TruMark.
The Hayman Loop is an iconic Lasallian
meeting place — a place in which groups frequently
meet, whether it is to be driven by a van to an activity,
or to get on a bus to go to a formal. The Hayman
Loop is an ICON in its own right. Renaming Olney
to Hayman is upsetting for many reasons, but I am
most upset that the iconic Hayman Loop will lose
significance in name.
As a student at La Salle, I feel a strong sense
of community, specifically with my favorite buildings.
Hayman Loop will live in my heart forever, and so I
hope “Hayman Hall” NEVER tries to compete with
that icon.
Sincerely,
Emily “Hayman <3” Weintraut

Sudoku
Get ready for sudoku y’all. This one is pretty tough,
but I believe in you. As always, if you’re able to
finish this within 5 minutes, find me and I can give
you a prize. The prize this week is especially cool (and
vegan) because this puzzle is hard. In all honestly, if
you’re able to solve this quickly you should probably
just be handed your degree by La Salle.

Comics!

This Is Brain
by Nasser_junior

I connected WAY too much to this comic. It might
only be the third week of classes, but I know a lot
of us already have had to turn in assignments or are
stuDYING for exams. We might look normal on the
outside, but when I leave my house at 8 am and don’t
get back until 10 pm, my brain has a little internal
scream. I know a lot of y’all can relate, so just know
that I support all y’all. Plus, if you’re ever stressed, you
can just KICK back and read a page of KICKS.

CAKE
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WILL THERE EVER BE A BETTER DISNEY ORGINAL
MOVIE MALE CHARACTER THAN TROY BOLTON?
Recently (literally today) I watched High School Musical (HSM)
with the kids I nanny. While watching, I noticed something.
Troy Bolton, East Highs star basketball player turned theater
bro, is the best Disney Channel Orginal Movie male lead
character. NOW, many people can argue and say what they
want, but they are wrong. Troy is the OG love of every girl;
kid, teen, young adult, and even adult. Troy can not only sing
and dance, but he’s a star athlete that shows that he’s not just
a jock by joining the winter musical (MU-SI-CAL). He’s also
played by teen heart throb Zac Efron, who in his own right is
an amazing person but that’s for another issue. You must be
thinking, Claire we all know this already, to which I say amazing,
but do we still appreciate the fact? I know I don’t think about
daily basis and I would be concered if you did, but
I think we need to appreciate all this character
did for everyone growing up in the early 2000s.
He showed us that you can do whatever you want,
you don’t have to fit a mold created by society,
you deserve to be treated the way he treats
others, and that he is the best Disney Channel
Orginal Movie male lead character. LMK if you
agree or not by contacting the Collegian. <3

Reasons Why Global Warming is
Good
1. No one will ever wish it was
summer cause it will never be
cold ever therefore there will
be no winter
2. Less icebergs to kill Leo
Decaprio
3. Safe water to swim in
(cause everything will be dead
with rising ocean temps)
4. Hotter sun = better tan
5. Warmer weather = hot girl
summer 24/7
6. Everyone will have a
beachfront home because the
oceans going to swallow all the

CAKE

(;Hey CAKE is editied by Claire Kunzier. Heres stuff
you probably don’t need or want, but are gonna get:)

Claire’s FAVS of the Week
TWEET - “English professors talking
about Purdue OWL, Same energy,
Youtubers promoting brands on their
channel” @clairekunzier4
SONG - “Dancing Queen” by ABBA
QUOTE - “I’m not gonna eat at a
restaurant like a peasant.” - Scott Disick
BUZZFEED QUIZ - Your Pasta Choices
Will Reveal Which Era You REALLY
Belong In
“IT’S ALWAYS SUNNY IN
PHILADELHIA” EPISODE - Mac &
Dennis Move to the Suburbs S11 E5

MAD LIB

(because everyone loves a good mad lib)

s

(No but seriously, global warming is not good and everyone
needs to do more than just stop using plastic straw if we
want to prevent the world dying. At this rate we don’t
really have much time, so forget about hot girl summer
and go out and make a change. There are so many things
we as a society can do to help prevent this; voting for
someone who wants to make a change, cleaning up the
enviornment, etc., SO GO DO SOMETHING)
p.s. you could at least recyele this newspaper

StOrY tImE
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Here’s a story of the time the cops were called on my family becasue my siblings and I were outside
playing. Now I’m from suburban Philadelphia and if you don’t know anything about that area just know
nothing really crazy ever happens. So I was outside playing with some friends, my older brother and
my three younger siblings when all of the sudden cop cars pull up to my house. My mom is so confused
because all seven of her kids were home and all the other kids that weren’t hers were accounted for
by their parents. Apparently, us playing outside sounded like children being abducted so much so that
my nieghbors called the cops. My neighbors legit didn’t (and still don’t) talk to us, so if they had just
walked over and asked and NOT CALLED THE POLICE they would’ve known that the screaming and
small amount of crying were from playing. Yup they were party poopers then and still are to this day.
Here’s a picture of me from around the same time.-------------------------------------------------------->

SPORTS
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This week in
La Salle sports
Volleyball
vs Harvard at UCSB
Sept. 13, 6 p.m.
Men’s Water Polo
at Mercyhurst Invite
Sept. 14, all day
Women’s Golf
At Bucknell
Sept. 14-15, all day
Men’s Golf
At The Doc Gilmer
Sept. 14-15, all day
Volleyball
at UC Santa Barbara
Sept. 14, 3 p.m.
Men’s Soccer
at Rider
Sept. 14, 7 p.m.
Volleyball
vs No. 21 San Diego at
UCSB
Sept. 14, 3 p.m.
Men’s Water Polo
at Mercyhurst Invite
Sept. 15, all day
Field Hockey
vs Long Island
Sept. 15, 12 p.m.
Women’s Soccer
vs Navy
Sept. 15, 1 p.m.
Men’s Soccer
Vs Lafayette
Sept. 17, 7 p.m.
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Men’s Soccer secures
back-to-back home wins
After facing a loss against
St. Francis Brooklyn on Sept.
3, the La Salle men’s soccer
team came back with a huge
wins against Robert Morris
and LIU at McCarthy.
Sophomore
newcomer
Nigel Buckley was a
standout star in this match,
scoring two out of the three
goals that La Salle had
in their 3-1 win. Buckley
wasted no time in scoring
his first ever collegiate goal
as he put the Explorers up
1-0 in the third minute of the
game. The early goal was
assisted by Sophomores Sam
Decencio and Ike Hollinger.
Not too long after the
first goal was scored,
Hollinger knocked in his
first collegiate goal for the
Explorers, boosting them to
a 2-0 lead just eight minutes
into the game.
Right before halftime,
Robert Morris scored on a
corner kick, cutting their
lead in half.
The game went scoreless
for nearly forty minutes after

a very eventful first half.
Then, in the 79th minute
of the game, Buckley scored
his second goal of the game
with yet another assist
from Decencio, putting the
Explorers up 3-1.
Being down two goals,
Robert Morris had no time to
come back from the last goal
scored and the explorers
secured yet another amazing
win.
Buckley’s
standout
performance in this game
helped him capture the
Philadelphia Soccer Six’s
Player of the Week. Even
as a newcomer to La Salle,
Buckley is easily making a
name for himself within the
men’s soccer team.
On Sept. 10, the team
hosted another home game
against the LIU Sharks.
Though the game was very
close, the Explorers proved
to be victorious yet again
and gained back-to-back
wins after defeating the
Sharks, 1-0.
After winning Soccer
Six’s Player of the Week,
Buckley
continued
to

Steven Silvestro
Editor
La Salle alum BJ Johnson,
’18, was one of twelve
players named to the NBA
G League Elite Team to
compete in the 2019 NBA
G League International
Challenge in Montevideo,
Uruguay starting Sept. 18.
Johnson
started
his
professional career with the
Charlotte Hornets in the
2018 summer league before
signing with the Orlando
Magic for the preseason.
After preseason, the Magic
assigned the Philly native
to their G League affiliate,
Lakeland Magic.
With the Lakeland Magic,
BJ Johnson worked his
way into the starting lineup
by the end of November
and averaged 15.4 points
per game along with 5.2
rebounds per game.
Johnson earned himself
an NBA contract with the
Atlantic Hawks because
of his performances in the
month of February where
he averaged 18.2 points per
game on a 47.4 shooting
percentage.
In his NBA debut,
Johnson stood out shooting
a perfect 4-4 including three
3-pointers for 11 total points,
2 rebounds and a steal in 18
minutes. His second game,
he shot 3-7 for six points and

five rebounds. He was also
blocked by NBA veteran
Dwayne Wade making
Wade the all-time leader in
blocks by a guard.
After his first ten days,
Atlanta renewed his contract
for an extra ten days before
letting it expire. In the
11 games he was active,
Johnson played in six
games, averaging 3.5 points
on 50 percent shooting,
including 50 percent behind
the arc and a perfect free
throw percentage.
To end the NBA season,
Johnson was signed by the
Sacramento Kings. He only
played in the final regular
season game for six minutes
shooting 1-2.
After the NBA season
ended, Johnson returned to
the Lakeland Magic team in
the playoffs. In two playoff
games, he led the team with
an average of 21 points
per game on 48 shooting
percentage
and
seven
rebounds per game.
Johnson played two
seasons with La Salle after
transferring from Syracuse.
In his first season, he led the
team with 17.6 points per
game and 6.3 rebounds per
game. Explorers finished
the 2016-2017 season
15-15, but with a secondround exit in the Atlantic 10
tournament.
In his final season, Johnson

Jamie Smith
Staff

La Salle University Athletics

Sophomore Nigel Buckley wins Soccer 6 Player of the Week.

dominate on the pitch as he
assisted on the lone goal of
the game that was scored by
Pat McCarthy.
Although being outshot
13-8,
the
Explorer’s
reigned victorious thanks
to goalkeeper sophomore
Brett Werner. The first half
proved to be predominantly
defensive as no goals
were scored and 3 yellow
cards were issued in total;
two to LIU and one to the

Explorers.
In the 61st minute, the
Explorers finally struck
and scored the goal that
eventually in them the game
The men’s soccer team
next game is away against
Rider University, who is
currently 1-1, on Saturday,
Sept. 14 at 7 p.m. Their next
home game comes Tuesday,
Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. when they
will host Lafayette.

La Salle alum named to
NBA G League Elite Team

smithj137@student.lasalle.edu

La Salle University Athletics

BJ Johnson ‘18 averaged 19.1 PPG in 2 seasons with Explorers.

built on those number with
20.8 points per game and
led with 8.3 rebounds per
game leading the team once
again. However, the team,
as a whole struggled at 1319 overall and a first-round
heart breaking 69-67 loss
to George Washington in
the opening round of the
Atlantic 10 tournament.
This is the second edition
of the NBA G League
International Challenge after
the G League’s U.S. team
defeated Mexico’s National
Team, 88-67. This game
replaced the G League AllStar game.
The G League Elite

Team will compete in
a six-team tournament
including Argentina’s San
Lorenzo, Brazil’s Flamengo,
Germany’s FC Bayern
Munich, Mexico’s Capitanes
and Uruguay’s Elite Team.
The tournament consists
of group play before a
four-team bracket with the
semifinals on Sept. 21 and
the finals on Sept. 22. The
whole competition will be
live-streamed on Uruguay’s
Vera TV and Vera+ websites
and apps. Fans can also
follow along on Twitter
@NBALATAM and @
nbagleague.
silvestros1@student.lasalle.edu
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Rough start for water polo
Emilee Desmond
Staff
Men’s water polo picked
up their first win of the
season over the weekend
at the Navy Invite against
Austin College; however
that would be the only
victory the team could find.
The Blue and Gold
opened their weekend
and season against the
Princeton Tigers and fell
behind early to a 4-0 deficit
in the opening quarter.
To start the second
quarter, the Tigers scored
back-to-back to increase
their lead, but freshman
Callin Chimilar put the
Explorers on the board first
,followed by a second goal
from junior Karl Miller.
Despite the Explorers
attempt to start a comeback,
they allowed three more
goals from Princeton in the
first half.
In the second half,
Princeton outscored La
Salle 5-1 with the only
Blue and Gold goal scored
by senior Jacob Camacho.
In the final quarter, both
teams scored only one to
set the game with a final
score of 15-4.
La Salle matched up
against Austin College in
the second game of the
weekend and the Explorers
were able to pick up their

first win.
The Kangaroos jumped
to a 3-0 lead early in the
game but junior Daniel
Domotor and rookie Derek
Allen were able to cut the
deficit to one.
Senior Derek DeFusco
tied the game up for the
Blue and Gold but Austin
College
scored
three
straight to increase their
lead. Domotor scored to
keep the Explorers close
with a score of 6-4.
The Explorers exploded
in the third quarter, but
their opponents were able
to keep the score tight as
the final quarter began with
both teams with nine on the
board.
Williams scored two to
put the Blue and Gold up
11-9, before Austin College
scored two themselves to
tie the game.
DeFusco and junior Cole
Strohson came up big for
the Explorers to put the
Blue and Gold ahead 1311, before Williams topped
off the game with the 14th
and final goal.
The
Navy
Invite
concluded on Sunday with
La Salle facing off against
Fordham and No. 2 UCLA
where they could not pick
up a win in either game.
Fordham struck first
in the opening quarter of

the game, scoring three
straight before Chimilar
got the Explorers on the
board.
In the second quarter,
Fordham went on a 4-1 run
for a promising start but
Chimilar netted two more
goals to not only put the
Explorers within two but
also cap off his first career
hat trick.
In the third quarter, the
Rams started hot with five
straight goals.
Miller scored for La
Salle to put the scoreboard
at 12-6, but it would not be
enough as Fordham went
on to score three more for
a final score of 15-6.
In the final game of the

weekend, La Salle could
not keep up with No. 2
UCLA and fell 20-2.
The score stood at 8-0
UCLA after one quarter
of play. The first goal for
the Blue and Gold was
scored by Domotor while
the second was netted by
Williams.
But the pair were the
only goals scored for the
Blue and Gold as UCLA
scored eight unanswered to
finish the game.
The team will take on
the Mercyhurst Invite this
weekend, Sept. 21-22,
against Salem, Penn State
Behrend, Mercyhurst and
Gannon.

Sean Kelly
Staff

11-7.
After a tie at 16 apiece,
Graver registered four
straight kills, and the
Explorers continued their
dominance as they took
the second frame, 25-19.
The third set was
a wakeup call for the
Explorers, as Binghamton
opened the frame with a
7-3 lead. The Bearcats
continued to maintain that
lead at 15-14.
However, the Explorers
bounced back and scored
five unanswered points
to sweep Binghamton,
taking a 25-18 victory in
the third frame.
The next matchup was
against the hosting team
of the tournament, Seton
Hall, the Explorers aimed
to keep their winning
streak going throughout
the tournament.
The
match
started
hot once again for the
Explorers, with a 7-3 lead.
La Salle continued to
take control of the match
against the hosting team,
until Seton Hall kept the
match close at 19-15 in
favor of La Salle.
After an ace by Graver,
and kills by Corah and

Guisti, the Explorers took
the first match, 25-17. La
Salle started the second
set strong once again,
taking a 6-3 lead over the
Pirates, until it got tied up
at six apiece.
After a back and forth
battle, it was all Explorers
from there. Kills by
sophomore
Elizabeth
Osborn, senior Catherine
Edgington and Graver
aided in the Explorers
fifth consecutive set win
with a similar score from
the last set, 25-17.
The third set started
in similar fashion as La
Salle took a 5-1 win. The
Pirates knew that was a
wakeup call and answered
by eventually taking a
12-10 lead. However, La
Salle showed resilience
and responded to Seton
Hall’s lead by taking a
7-1 run.
Redshirt
freshman
Sarah Nahas served up
two assists over that
run
and
Edgington
contributed a pair of kills.
After two aces and
two assists from junior
Allison Laucella, the
Explorers were victorious
over Seton Hall, with

the final score of the
last frame 25-19. That
was the Explorers’ sixth
consecutive set win and
second match win in a
row.
The final matchup of
the tournament for the
Explorers was against
the reigning Big Sky
champions,
Northern
Arizona.
The first match started
off in favor of the
Explorers, 2-0. However,
Northern
Arizona
discovered their rhythm,
and opened up their
biggest lead of the set at
14-9.
A big turnaround was
in place for the Explorers,
as La Salle finished the
set on a 16-6 run. Graver
earned four kills and an
ace, and Wood registered
five assists and two aces.
The first set belonged to
the Explorers at 25-20.
The second set was not
how the Explorers wanted,
as the Lumberjacks took a
9-3 lead. La Salle fought
back with a 12-9 lead.
The frame was not enough
for the Explorers, as they
dropped the second set,
25-20, snapping their set
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Athlete of the
Week

Claudia Jenkins
La Salle University Athletics

Explorers Fall to Rams despite freshman Callin Chimilar hat trick.

Steven Silvestro
Editor
Junior
Claudia
Jenkins led the women’s
soccer to victory in a
road trip to Florida Gulf
Coast and St John’s.
First, on Saturday,
Florida Gulf Coast
torched the Explorers
defense, including 12
of their 19 shots being
on net. Jenkins came
up time and time again
raking up ten saves
keeping the Explorers
in the game. This
earned La Salle a 2-1
win despite the Eagles
outshooting them 19-10
and Eagles having six
more corner kicks.

Jenkins followed it up
with her second shutout
of the season against St.
John’s. In her seventh
collegiate clean sheet,
she made three saves as
the Explorers won 1-0 to
advance to 3-2-1 on the
season.
Jenkins
was
recognized
as
the
Atlantic 10 Defensive
Player of the Week.
Jenkins returns to
action in two home
games this week first
against Delaware on
Thursday, Sept. 12
followed by a game
against Navy on Sunday,
Sept. 15.
silvestros1@student.lasalle.edu

desmonde1@student.lasalle.edu

Volleyball shines in first two games, but
struggles in final game at Seton Hall
Women’s
volleyball
headed back to the east
coast to compete in the
Seton Hall Tournament
from
Sept.
6-7
in
New Jersey, taking on
Binghamton, Seton Hall
and Northern Arizona.
Their first matchup
was against Binghamton,
which started off hot for
the Blue and Gold as they
jumped to a 5-2 lead in the
first frame. The Bearcats
tried to keep things real
close, as La Salle was
only winning 14-11.
The Explorers did not
want this game to be
close, as junior Samantha
Graver and freshman
Marisa Guisti dominated
the frame with kills,
along with a pair of aces
by senior Kathryn Wood.
With that, the Explorers
maintained a ten-point
lead and the Bearcats
were not able to come
back as the Explorers took
the first frame, 25-14.
The second frame was
very similar to the first,
as La Salle opened with
a 5-2 lead, extending it to

La Salle University Athletics

Junior Devin Corah lead Explorers with 84 Kills on the Season.

win streak.
The third set was
relatively close, as no
team had a lead more
than two points for the
first half of the frame.
Northern Arizona gained
the advantage as they
extended their lead to 1410, and continued their
dominance
throughout
the third frame to take the
victory, 25-15.
The
fourth
frame
provided
a
potential
comeback for La Salle
as they opened with a
4-1 lead, but Northern

Arizona stayed close.
The
Explorers
maintained the lead at
9-8, and added six straight
points to that score. La
Salle continued their fight
to play in the fifth set, but
Northern Arizona took
the frame, 32-30, and won
over the Explorers.
The volleyball team
will compete in the
Thunderdome
Classic
with Harvard, UC Santa
Barbara and San Diego in
California this weekend,
Sept. 13-14.
kellys31@student.lasalle.edu
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La Salle Alum
to
compete
internationally
as
part of the NBA G
League Elite Team.

pg.

Volleyball competes
in
the
Seton
Hall
Invitational
drawing even at 3-3
this season.

14

pg.

Collegian
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Explorers win both games on road trip
Steven Silvestro
Editor
The women’s soccer
team rebounded from their
worst start since 2015 with
two straight road victories
against Florida Gulf Coast
and St. John’s to bring
their record to 3-2-1.
The Explorers flew down
to Fort Myers, Florida for
their second-ever meeting
with Florida Gulf Coast.
In their first meeting,
the Eagles outlasted the
Explorers winning 3-2 in
overtime back in 2014.
La Salle started on their
heels as FGCU jumped out
with multiple shots in the
opening minutes; however,
junior goalkeeper Claudia
Jenkins came up with two
fingertip saves to keep the
game scoreless.
In the 12th minute,
FGCU’s Louise Lillback
found the back of a net on
a deflected shot to give the

Eagles a 1-0 lead.
The Eagles continued
to put pressure on the
Explorers defense as they
sent 11 shots, including
eight on goal. However,
Jenkins was up for the
challenge as he totaled
six saves in the first 45
minutes.
The Explorers struggled
offensively in the first
half with their only shot
coming in the 40th minute
by freshman Danielle
Rooney which sailed
too high. After halftime
adjustments, head coach
Paul Royal had the
Explorers back in it with
early
and
consistent
offensive
pushes,
registering a shot in the
first two minutes of the
half.
It paid off in the 62nd
minute, when redshirt
senior
Maci
Bower
drilled one past FGCU’s
goalkeeper Melissa Weck.

It was Bower’s fourth shot
on goal in seven minutes.
Junior Amirah Louketis
followed it up six minutes
later with a bullet from
15-yards out to give the
Explorers a 2-1 lead. She
was assisted by freshman
Kayla Miller-People.
Jenkins maintained her
dominance with four more
saves in the second half
totaling 10 for the game.
The Explorers went
on to win 2-1 despite
being outshot 19-10 and
allowing six corners.
La Salle came all the
way back up the coast to
meet up with St. John’s in
New York City.
The game went back and
forth in the early minutes
until the Explorers were
able to get back-to-back
shots off in the 23rd and
25th minutes, but the Red
Strom’s Naya Lipkins
saved both to keep the
game scoreless.

The
two
teams
continued to swap shots,
before
Miller-People
found Bower in the box to
break the scoreless tie in
the 40th minute.
The Red Storm stormed
down the field trying to tie
it back up before halftime,
but St. John’s Sofia
Ambrosio forced a shot
wide to end the half with
the 1-0 Explorers’ lead.
In the second half, St.
John’s came out looking
to close their deficit with
three shots in the first six
minutes.
The Explorer defense
remained
strong
throughout the game
allowing only three of the
Red Storm’s 11 shots to
be on target and each one
of those on target were
grabbed by Jenkins to seal
the game with her second
clean sheet on the season.
Three
Explorers
performances
earned

In the third, the
Explorers kept trying but
could not break through.
They
were
outshot
3-2 again by Rider.
Even though, freshman
Noralie P. Dumont had
an opportunity off a
penalty that was saved by
the Rider’s goalie Lena
Vandam.
With two minutes to
spare in the game, senior
Amanda Chapin scored
by taking a penalty shot
to the lower-left corner
of the cage. The seniors
first goal of the season
tied the game up at one
all, forcing the game into
overtime.
In overtime, Chapin
took an early shot that was
saved by Rider’s Brittany
Romanczuk. La Salle
outshot their opponents
4-0 in the first overtime

period, but Vandam saved
two of them pushing this
to a second overtime.
They had plenty of
crucial opportunities in
this overtime period to
pull out a win.
Despite a late game
comeback
by
the
Explorers, in double
overtime
the
Broncs
scored to gain the lead
off a corner deflection
that eventually sent the
Explorers home 2-1 in
double overtime.
La Salle, then took a
little bit of a further trip
to New York City to take
on Wagner University.
Within the first two
minutes senior Lauren
Lechleitner scored with
an assist by, junior Rialee
Allen, who had herself a
game against Wagner.
After seven minutes

of play, Allen scored her
first goal of the game off
a rebound right in front of
the cage.
She scored again, twice
with assists, by Dumont
in the 22nd minute and
Sophomore
Reagan
Dougherty in the 25th
minute, respectively in
the second quarter.
The first one was from a
deflection and the second
was off a corner.
The offense was on
fire in the first half with
another goal added on by
freshman Casey Reilly,
that slid right past the
goalie from the circle in
the 27th minute.
In the fourth, to finish
out the game, Allen
scored once again off an
assist from Reilly, which
was her fourth goal and a
career-high for her.

La Salle University Athletics

Three Explorers earn Atlantic 10 honors this week.

them three individual
awards from the Atlantic
10. First, Jenkins earned
herself the Atlantic 10
Defensive Player of the
Week with her 10 saves
against FGCU followed
up with a shutout on three
saves against St. John’s.
Bower was awarded
Atlantic 10 Co-Offensive
Player of the Week as she
scored in back-to-back
games for the first time
since her four-game goal
streak in 2017.

Finally, Miller-People’s
assists on both gamewinning goals this week
earned her an Atlantic 10
Rookie of the Week nod.
The Explorers stand
at 3-2-1 this season and
will return to McCarthy
Stadium for two games
this
week
against
Delaware on Sept. 12 at
7 p.m., then hosting Navy
on Sunday, Sept. 15 at 1
p.m.
silvestros1@student.lasalle.edu

Allen scores four goals as the Explorers
even their record at 2-2 on the season
Gia Lanci
Staff
The Field Hockey team
split their road games
last week. Losing against
Rider, 2-1, then taking
a huge victory against
Wagner, 6-0.
They traveled to central
Jersey to take on the Rider
Broncs on a rainy day last
Friday, Sept. 6.
The first quarter was
scoreless, but the Broncs
outshot the Explorers 3-2.
Early in the second
quarter,
Rider
took
the lead with a goal
from Rider’s Kiki van
Ommeren right in front of
the net.
For the rest of the
quarter, the Explorers
were attempting shots,
but just couldn’t get the
job done.

La Salle University Athletics

Junior Rialee Allen scores four and assist another in 6-0 win.

The Explorers outshot
the Sea Hawks 34-3.
The
Explorers
had an overall good
game offensively and
defensively to save them
from a two-game losing
streak in a 6-0 win.
This
was
redshirt

sophomore
Cassie
Kincaid’s second shutout
in her four games this
season.
They will now be back
home at Hank DeVincent
field to take on LIU on
Sept. 15 at 12p.m.
lancig1@student.lasalle.edu

